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Abstract
?Hagiwara-seitojo is unique among ogre-tile makers in Takahama. First, the origin of Hagiwara-seitojo 
is not ogre-tile makers but an earthen pipe maker. There existed about thirty factories of earthen pipes in 
the golden age in the town. However, after World War II the industry became declining. The reason was 
because alternative pipes were developed. They were vinyl pipes and concrete pipes. The result was 
dramatic. The earthen pipe industry itself disappeared from Takahama around the year of 1965. 
Hagiwara-seitojo could not help changing the job. As a result, the new job was an ogre-tile making. In 
this paper I depicted both the age of an earthen pipe maker and that of an ogre-tile maker. In the age of 
an ogre-tile maker Hagiwara-seitojo has two periods. One is the age of making by press machine and 
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